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I DECLARE TODAY

that no matter what may be going on in the natural world it shall
not hinder what is about to break forth in the spirit. Let this declaration go forth so the
powers that be shall be put on notice that prayers and intercession have been made, and
now is the time for the great harvest of souls.
You are standing on the threshold of great change. The change has already begun, and
nothing, nor no-one, will prevent this final harvest of the ages. What I have promised, I
shall perform!
This glory will not break forth in just one geographical location, but it will begin to manifest
in many places upon the earth almost simultaneously. This will be a quick work. Things
will happen so fast that it may take a while to recognize that this is the Lord’s doings.
There will become such an overwhelming awareness of God that many office buildings will
become spiritual triage centers. Street corners will become healing centers. Warehouses
will house large prayer gatherings. Department stores will experience great visitations as
My Spirit moves across the land. Military bases will have some of the mightiest moves of
God. Prisons will experience massive conversions.
The greatest hunger will not be in most houses of worship, but it will be on the streets—
even in transit systems and secular gatherings. Sounds will arise from city streets of
spontaneous outbreaks of powerful worship from hundreds and even thousands of people.
But officials and city leaders will not lay a hand upon it, for they will know that this is a
holy thing.
You have heard about these things in previous outpourings; but in this Awakening, you will
see it! It shall be broadcast far and wide.
I am calling upon you to prepare your hearts now. Call upon Me. Seek Me now. Open your
hearts to My Spirit. I will show you what to pray. I will reveal timing to you. You will know
what you must know. The time to seek Me is now! There are evil powers at work. Call upon
My Name. Proclaim My Name to this generation, and you will see the salvation of the Lord!
This is the word of the Lord.
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